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1. Introduction
This paper presents learner and error corpora based computational systems designed for Computer-aided Error Analysis (CEA). The aim of these systems is twofold: on the one hand, to store learner corpora (in our case, Basque learner corpora) for further systematic studies in the field of Intelligent Computer Assisted Language Learning (ICALL); and, on the other hand, to collect error instances for the development of new Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools for automatic error treatment. Actually, computer-aided learner corpus research is an interesting field which offers many possibilities for error collection and analysis (counting errors, retrieving lists of specific error types, viewing errors in context, etc.), and, consequently, for studies in different fields such as Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning, Second/Foreign Language Learning, Learner Corpora and Automatic Error Treatment. 

Error Analysis (EA) has often been the basis of some of the mentioned research fields. Till the seventies, it was very much criticized by researchers, who considered, among other things, that EA was based on heterogeneous learner data; that error categories were fuzzy; that it could not cater for phenomena such avoidance; that it was restricted to what the learner can not do; and that it gave a static picture of L2 (Second Language) learning. Bell (1974), for example, criticized EA for “its poor statistical inference, the subjectivity of the interpretations of errors and its lack of any predictive power”. And for Schachter (1974), the fundamental flaw in EA was that learners do not often commit the expected errors because they tend to avoid words or structures they are not sure about. 

Nevertheless, there was a resurgence of interest in EA. Corder (1975) claimed that the study of errors is part of the investigation of the language learning process and that it provides us with a picture of the linguistic development of learners. Indeed, “errors should not be viewed as problems to be overcome, but rather as normal and inevitable features indicating the strategies that learners use” (Richards and Sampson, 1974). 

At present, and thanks to the important technological advances, EA has been computerized and we can now work on CEA, a new type of computer corpus annotation which overcomes some of the limitations and weaknesses attributed to EA. Indeed, CEA makes possible a faster, easier and a more accurate research in the mentioned fields. 

Computer-aided Error Analysis is mainly based on Computer Learner Corpus (CLC), which has been defined as a “collection of machine-readable natural language data produced by L2 learners” (Dagneaux et al., 1998). 

A wide-coverage learner corpus has been essential for us to develop the applications we present in this article. These computational systems have been developed in order to store Basque learner corpora for further research in the field of Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning as well as to gather error instances for the development of new NLP tools such as a grammar and style checker for Basque. 

2. Background of CEA for Basque: Irakazi and Erreus web applications           
The IXA research group
, from the University of the Basque Country, has been working on Natural Language Processing during the last twenty years. We have developed several NLP tools so far and some of the fields we are now working on are Computer-aided Error Analysis, Learner Corpora, Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning and Automatic Error Treatment. 

We started working on error detection some years ago with the aim of developing a robust spelling checker, called Xuxen (Agirre et al., 1992). Later on, a grammar checker approach was planned, for which the collection of error corpora was considered essential. This way, we started collecting learner corpora and we built an error classification in order to store the errors detected in texts. This error classification we will speak about in section 3.2. is part of the following web applications:  

On the one hand, Irakazi is a web application, with a multilingual interface, designed for the study of the diagnosis of Basque learners’ deviant instances and data. The users of Irakazi are language teachers and the application makes use of the DEVIATIONS database. 

DEVIATIONS is a rich source of psycholinguistic information of learners’ data about their learning process and specially about the diagnosis of their deviant structures. In fact, the study of language learners’ deviations is nowadays considered really interesting to better understand the process of second/foreign language learning. By classifying and analysing language learners’ deviations as well as the possible causes of those deviant instances, teachers can infer the strategies that language learners should adopt to repair the deviations they make. And this way, teachers can also provide learners with a more individual help and more appropriate tools depending on their specific needs and difficulties. As Richards and Sampson (1974) recommended, we should provide “feedback of the knowledge and understanding acquired from error analyses to language teaching practice and to general linguistic theory”. DEVIATIONS is a database where we collect: 
· information about the deviant structures, the reason(s) why they have been made and the way they can be repaired;

· information related to the texts where deviations have been detected, which specifies the number of words and the type of text;

· information concerning the student, such as his/her name, age, school, language knowledge level, mother language, learning history, etc.
On the other hand, Erreus (Arrieta et al., 2003) is a web application created to store the linguistic and technical information about ungrammatical instances. The errors stored in this application, which is used by anyone interested in error collection (linguists, writers, editors, etc.), are made by native speakers as well as by any user of the language. Actually, we considered native speakers’ error instances necessary for the development of new NLP applications. The main goal of Erreus is automatic error treatment and, more specifically, to be a repository of error corpora for the development of a robust grammar and style checker for Basque. This application makes use of the ERRORS database. 

ERRORS stores error instances, their possible corrections, the text’s reference, information about the NLP tools which can automatically detect/correct that error and its corresponding linguistic category (see figure 1).
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Figure 1. DEVIATIONS and ERRORS databases.

Despite their different purposes, they both are focused on computer-aided error analysis and treatment, and they share some information concerning the deviation/error
, its linguistic category and its corresponding correction(s). As a consequence, we thought that DEVIATIONS and ERRORS databases could be complementarily linked to each other; firstly, because they have some data in common; secondly, because both viewpoints have, in the end, an underlying equivalence which is compatible; thirdly, because this way we avoid duplicated information; and, finally, because if we decided to have two independent databases not related to each other, we would need two copies of the same classification and it would have been hard to maintain an equivalence table that should have been updated every time one of the copies were changed. 

Therefore, thanks to the union of the two databases, they both share the same error classification and, consequently, for each error-containing-text, we have its technical and linguistic information in the ERRORS database as well as its corresponding psycholinguistic information in the DEVIATIONS database (see figure 2). Actually, we consider the union of the two databases very interesting because, this way, we get a double perspective: the psycholinguistic and computational approaches of each error instance.
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Figure 2. Union of both databases.

Since Erreus and Irakazi are thought to be used by a considerable amount of users –each one with a different viewpoint, knowledge and experience in this field–, we considered important to have both a public and a private use of each web application. In both cases, the public one contains two sites: non-registered and registered. The former is available for those users who just want to consult the stored examples. And the second site, where users need to be registered, is available to add examples and enrich the databases with new data. As regards the private sites, they are controlled by a computational linguist in Erreus and by a computational psycholinguist in Irakazi. In Erreus, the computational linguist verifies that the data introduced via the public site are right, corrects the examples if necessary and completes the specific information related to the techniques for automatic error treatment. The computational psycholinguist in Irakazi checks the data introduced by language teachers. The error classification can be modified or updated only from the private sites.
3. Computer Error Analysis
For the diagnosis and analysis of errors, we first select the texts to be analysed from our learner corpora; then, we identify the error instances and classify them by means of Irakazi and Erreus applications. Depending on which application we use for categorization, different type of information is required. As we have already said, using Irakazi, we introduce Basque learners’ errors and their psycholinguistic information. On the contrary, by means of Erreus we collect error instances as well as technical and linguistic information for automatic error treatment. 

3.1. Basque Learner Corpus
Learner corpora are necessary to carry out descriptive and applied language studies in both fields, ICALL and NLP. Computer analysis of learner language pays a particular attention to error description and classification. In fact, these data provide information to carry out comparative studies about the stylistic and quantificational differences between native speakers and learners of a language, to obtain the most common error types at each language level, etc.

Several Basque Language Schools, such as Ilazki, Irale, AEK…, collaborate with us providing texts written by learners of different levels. The learner corpora we have collected so far consists of approximately 221.689 word forms. The collected texts are divided into different levels and students, who are identified in most of the cases. 
3.2. The error classification for Basque

In order to collect, categorize and consult the errors detected in the corpora, we created an error classification. For the development of this classification, we basically based on the Basque Grammar Euskal Gramatika Osoa (Zubiri, 1995). Besides, our previous experience on automatic error treatment was important. In addition, in order to compare several Basque grammars as well as to see grammar classifications specified for other languages, we read further bibliography: Norrish (1983), C. James (1998), Becker et al. (1999), S. Fernández (1997), J. Ortiz de Urbina (2001), etc. And we also considered the language programs followed in the Euskaltegis (Basque Language Schools), concretely the grammatical contents taught at each level.

Indeed, there are many possible error taxonomies. Errors can be classified according to their basic type: omission, addition, substitution, and word order. They can be classified by how apparent they are: overt and covert errors. And they may also be categorized according to the level of language: phonological errors, vocabulary or lexical errors, syntactic or grammatical errors, and so on. Granger (2003), on her part, claimed the great benefit of combining the two major descriptive error taxonomies: 

· one based on linguistic categories (general ones such as morphology, lexis, grammar, and more specific ones such as auxiliaries, passives, and prepositions);

· the other one focused on the way surface structures have been altered by learners (omission, addition, misformation, and misordering). 

In order to define the main taxonomy of our classification for Basque as well as to specify some criteria for error categorization, several meetings were arranged between linguists and computer engineers. As Granger, we considered very positive and appropriate the combination of the two mentioned approaches. 

The error classification we have built for Basque is explained in the next section.  

3.2.1. The structure of the classification
Spelling errors are classified according to the surface structures altered (omission, addition, misformation, and misordering). Non-spelling errors, on their part, consist of some general linguistic categories (lexis, morphology, syntax, etc.) and a series of more specific subcategories (verbs, pronouns, declensions, etc.). Each category/subcategory has a code (Maritxalar, 1999), an explanation, and, at least, an example of that error type. This way, we have made up a tree-like hierarchy (see figure 3), which consists of seven main categories: 1.- Spelling errors, 2.- Lexical errors, 3.- Morphological, syntactic and morphosyntactic errors, 4.- Notion errors, 5.- Semantic errors, 6.- Errors in punctuation marks and 7.- Style errors. 
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Figure 3. Hierarchical structure of the classification.
Besides, this is a dynamic error classification in the sense that it can be modified and updated depending on the data we collect. It means that computational linguists can prune the branches which are leafless. Or, on the contrary, they can also add new ones in case there are too many leaves, which could be grouped together, hanging from the same branch.

3.2.2.- Error correction  

Indeed, error correction
 also presents some questions and different viewpoints among us: 

· when a sentence presents more than one error, should we correct the whole sentence or just the error we are treating?

· when we correct error(s), do we have to rewrite the whole sentence or just the erroneous part?

· when an error has more than a possible correction, should we give all the possible corrections or a single correction is enough? 

The attitudes adopted by professionals in respect to error correction are really diverse; all teachers, computational linguists and computational psycholinguists correct errors depending on their particular criteria. As this fact affects the design of the databases, the correction boxes have been designed for the moment to consider the different possible types of corrections.

For example, we decided to treat spelling errors at a lexical level and the non spelling ones, on their part, at a syntactic or phrase level. In fact, context often turns out to be essential because, as in the following case, a word can be sometimes correctly written out of context but be an 'error' in a specific sentence:


*txoria daude 

  bird     there are  

txoria (bird), as a lexical unit, is correct. However, in this sentence it is syntactically incorrect because the plural auxiliary daude (there are) requires the plural subject txoriak (birds), or the singular subject txoria (bird) needs the singular auxiliary dago (there is). Therefore, there would be two possibilities to correct this error.
3.3. Assessment of the classification
In addition to the problems commented on error correction, we realized that it is also difficult to define criteria for the assignment of linguistic categories. In fact, errors can sometimes be classified in more than one category of the classification, which makes the task of categorization even more difficult.


*Guk geu

  we   ourself 

For example, this instance can be classified in two subcategories: Pronoun errors or Non-agreement in the Noun Phrase. As both categories suit, we think taggers should feel free to decide the linguistic category to classify this kind of cases.

In order to corroborate the decisions we made and to study the criteria professionals adopt when classifying error instances, we decided to assess this error classification for Basque. For this, we prepared an exercise which consisted on 28 sentences with one or more error instances and we handed it out to eleven proofreaders, Basque language teachers and linguists. We wanted to assess how many errors they detected in each sentence and how they corrected them. 

As we have already said, categorizing errors is not an easy task, but we obtained positive results. We here present a sample of the assessment. Out of the twenty-eight sentences, in seventeen sentences we foresaw only one error and below we show in how many of those seventeen sentences the assessors agreed with our prediction. In six sentences the eleven assessors (100%) detected a single error, in agreement with our prediction. In other six sentences, 90,9% of the assessors detected one error (as predicted) whereas 9,09% of them detected two. In two sentences, 63,63% of the assessors agreed with us detecting a single error and 36,36% of them detected two errors. Only in one sentence 81,81% of the assessors found one error, 9,09% of them detected two and 9,09% of the assessors detected 3 errors. Finally, in the last two sentences, 81,81% of the assessors detected one error and 18,18% of them detected two (see table 1).

	Sentences  

(17)
	Number of errors predicted
	Assessors
	Number of errors detected

	In 6 sentences
	1
	11 assessors      (100%)
	1 error

	In 6 sentences


	1
	10 assessors     (90,9%)
1 assessor         (9,09%)
	1 error

2 errors

	In 2 sentences


	1
	7 assessors    (63,63%)

4 assessors    (36,36%)
	1 error

2 errors

	In 1 sentence


	1
	9 assessors    (81,81%)

1 assessor       (9,09%)

1 assessor       (9,09%)
	1 error

2 errors

3 errors

	In 2 sentences


	1
	9 assessors    (81,81%)

2 assessors    (18,18%)
	1 error

2 errors


Table 1.  A sample of the assessment. 

In addition to this sample, and considering all the results, we have also noticed that:

· 72,8% of the assessors have not considered deviations capital and small letters. 

· it is very difficult to agree on semantic errors.
· agreement errors are easy to detect and to agree on.
· 61,74% of the assessors have agreed on the detection and classification of the errors. 
As a general remark, all the collaborators have affirmed that the error classification we have developed is accurate and complete enough so as to classify the examples detected in real corpora. 
Now, the classification is already accessible via Internet so that as many users as possible collaborate with us in storing errors. 
4. The error editor tool

In addition to the error classification, and considering that manual error tagging is a time-consuming task, we have designed an error editor tool. This way, error detection, collection and categorization becomes easier and faster. This tool makes use of the described error classification and it will be connected to the above mentioned two databases. 

Therefore, there are two possible ways to store and categorize error instances in our databases.

On the one hand, we can enrich DEVIATIONS and ERRORS databases by means of Erreus and Irakazi web applications
 (see section two).

On the other hand, we can also store and classify error instances using the error editor tool, which requires the following steps (figure 4):
(1) The human tagger opens the texts to be tagged in the editor tool and marks the errors he/she finds.

(2) The detected instances have to be identified with their corresponding linguistic code in the error classification, which is exported from the databases.

(3) The coded error instances are then represented in four different XML documents: 

- the first document specifies the location of the error in the text; 

- the second one represents which category of the error classification 

                                      corresponds to each detected error instance
; 

                                    - 
· the third one links each error instance with its possible corrections; 
                             - and, finally, the last XML document represents which are the 

   specified possible corrections per each error. 

(4) By means of these four XML documents, the data will be automatically imported to the databases.
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Figure 4. Data collection process using the editor tool.

5. Conclusions and future work 

In this article, we have presented two web applications, Irakazi and Erreus, which have been developed in order to carry out research in the fields of Learner Corpora, ICALL and Automatic Error Treatment. These applications make use of different databases developed with the aim of collecting as much error instances as possible. The data stored will be an important source of information for two main research fields, ICALL and NLP. The psycholinguistic information stored in the DEVIATIONS database will be useful to adapt the teaching of some phenomena to each student, as well as to continue researching in the study of Basque learners’ learning processes, strategies, materials, etc. As regards automatic linguistic analysis, the data collected in ERRORS is essential to continue searching, by means of different techniques, in the automatic detection and correction of some error types (agreement errors, errors in postpositions, wrong use of the comma, etc.), some of which have already been formulated and will be taken into account for the development of a grammar and style checker for Basque. 

One of the most important features of Irakazi and Erreus web applications is the error classification they both share. In order to make easier the search of error instances, we built a thorough classification which consists of seven main categories and many subcategories. Then, we assessed the classification with the collaboration of some proofreaders, Basque language teacher and linguists. It is important to highlight that this classification is dynamic and that there is a team of computational linguists and psycholinguists who regularly check the information stored and modify it if necessary. 

In addition, the information inserted in the databases will be used for different purposes. Since we have already tools which detect spelling errors, we will store and analyze them for the development of new pedagogical applications for learners to work on spelling. The errors of the rest of categories, on the contrary, constitute a source of relevant information, both for the development of a grammar and style checker as well as for the creation of new applications in the field of computer-aided language learning.

As concerns the error editor tool, we have not found any reference about the connection of two databases to this kind of editors. Therefore, we consider our work is novel in this matter and we think this is an interesting contribution to the CEA field. 
Besides, we would like to claim that, despite we work in and for Basque, the systems for error categorization and error collection we present in this article may be transferable to other languages. In fact, Irakazi has been implemented with a multilingual interface. 

To conclude, we foresee some PhDs to be carried out in the following years within the mentioned research fields.  
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� http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Ixa

� We make a distinction between errors and deviations. We consider errors the ungrammatical structures produced by native speakers; and deviations, for us, are errors or inappropriate structures used by language learners during their learning process. However, since our goal is not to go deep into this matter, from now on we will use the term ‘error’ in all cases.

� We are speaking of manual error correction, not the automatic correction.

� Irakazi:  � HYPERLINK "http://ixa.si.ehu.es/ikasleDB/menua" ��http://ixa.si.ehu.es/ikasleDB/menua�

  Erreus: � HYPERLINK "http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Erreus" ��http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Erreus�







